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A great opportunity for Europe 

• The establishment of European Digital Identity 
Wallets is a great initiative and opportunity for

– Enabling users to control their digital services

– Strengthening European Digital Sovereignty

– Improving the security of identity management

– Show an example of better security for ICT devices.

 But it needs to be done thoroughly.
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“Full Control by Users” needs to be 
followed through

• “The user shall be in full control of the European 
Digital Identity Wallet” (Art. 1 (7) inserting Art. 
6a (7) is the right approach to follow, as

– Only full control by users can create the necessary 
trust by users.

• However the implementation of this is key.

– EU-funded Projects like ABC4Trust (Attribute-based 
Credentials for Trust, https://abc4trust.eu/) have 
shown this.

– Check: Can users really authenticate with a single 
attribute like “over 18”?
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Can users really authenticate with a 
single attribute like “over 18”?”

• Art. 1 (7) inserting Art. 6a (4): “Digital Identity 
Wallets shall, in particular […]

• d) provide a mechanism to ensure that the relying 
party is able to authenticate the user and to 
receive electronic attestations of attributes”

• Art. 3 (5):” ‘authentication’ means an electronic 
process that enables the electronic 
identification of a natural or legal person, or 
the origin and integrity of data in electronic form to 
be confirmed” (unchanged from 2014).

 Definition of “authentication” to be checked and 
clarified for e.g. unlinkability. 
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Where is the wallet?

• No explicit decision on technology

• The strong impression that the main paradigm 
of the wallet is a storage space

– provided by (cloud) providers (or ledgers)

– accessed by users via a smartphone app (cf. 
e.g. “app-based wallets” in Section 1.5.3 on 
Page 48)

How much control do users have in these 
scenarios?
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How much control do users have on 
cloud providers and ledgers?

• Cloud providers 

– There may be a contract-based customer relationship, but does 
this mean “Full control by the user”?

• Ledgers

– Are decentralized (which can be helpful), but

– How to get an (old) attribute out of a ledger, so that is not 
visible anymore.

• Thorough checking needed of

– Control options for users

– Security properties

– Really decentralized storage in user devices
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How much control do users have on 
their (smart) devices?

• Smart phones

– Rich functionality (almost everything covered)

– Many interfaces (Mobile network, WLAN, Bluetooth, NFC, …)

– Very high complexity

– Dependency on two main operating system providers

 Inherent challenges for

 Security, e.g. for “What you see is what you sign” 

 Control by users

 Competing legislation is on the horizon

 “Legislation to effectively tackle child sexual abuse online” 
(March 2, 2022 ?)
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Competing legislation on the horizon

• “Legislation to effectively tackle child sexual 
abuse online”
– March 2, 2022 after several postponements

– No public draft, but very related aspects are discussed:
• Restrictions on encryption: Can severely limit the trustworthy 

protection of the identity information between e.g. cloud and device

• “Client side scanning” on all user devices: Impacts the 
integrity of the scanned client devices (typically smartphones)

 Make sure that competing legislation does not 
destroy the foundations on which the wallet and 
trust service infrastructure are built.
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Platform options to be evaluated

• Smart cards and dedicated smartcard readers or 
access devices based on them
– Limited complexity, better security, potentially limited 

convenience, …

• Enhanced Smartphones
– Additional hardware

– Improved system and encryption software like split 
key encryption

• Current popular smartphones with apps
– Established, convenient, but of limited security

• …
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Ensure Transparency

• The wallet and the related services are an essential 
infrastructure.

 Have decisions done by those decision makers that offer 
maximum transparency!

 Consider and budget for Open Source solutions!
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An economic and operational 
challenge

• Appropriately protected ICT is (often) not directly 
honored by the market
– “Free” options often convenient but insecure

– No level playing field.

• Some solutions may create market domination due 
to limited availability of essential
– Hardware

– Software

 Ensure that the implementation has sufficient 
resources

 Money (Proposed 31 Million EUR look very limited)

 Time (6 – 12 months is much too hurried)
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What time pressure can do …
… the ambiguity of “standing”

[https://www.bmvi.de/SharedDocs/DE/Pressemitteilungen/2021/114-scheuer-digitaler-fuehrerschein.html]



What time pressure can do …
… the ambiguity of “standing”

[https://www.tagesspiegel.de/wirtschaft/digitale-brieftasche-der-bundesregierung-scheitern-mit-ansage/27665302.html]



Further specific aspects

• The relation to sector-specific endeavours, e.g. the authentication mechanisms triggered by PSD 2, 
needs to be clarified to avoid frustration for those who recently invested in assuring authentication.

• The new Article 48a Reporting requirements (inserted by Art. 1 par. 40) implements requirements like 
“incidents and down time of the infrastructure at national level preventing the use of Digital Identity 
Wallet Apps”. However there does not seem to be any reporting requirement of “Incidents of Digital 
Identity Wallet Apps”.

• The DIW shall provide a common interface (Art. 1 par. 7 inserting Art. 6a par. 4 (a)(1)): Who will be 
responsible for a) the initial development and b) for maintaining the interface afterwards?

• According to Art. 1 par. 7 inserting Art. 6b par 2 Member States shall implement a common mechanism 
for the authentication of relying parties. However, the proposal does not seem to provide any rules of 
adoption, e.g. how to handle dissension, or a deadline for the implementation.

• Who can be a conformity assessment body for qualified trust service providers? (Art. 1 par. 22 amending 
Art. 20 par. 1 by text replacement)

• Qualified trust service providers established in third countries can be recognised (Art. 1 par. 24 adding 
Art. 23 par. 2a). In regards to their liability for loss or damage they have to maintain sufficient financial 
resources and/or obtain appropriate liability insurance in accordance with national law (Art. 24 par. 2(c) 
Reg. 910/2014). However, in the case of third countries it can be difficult or even impossible to gain 
legal protection in case of the rejection of a claim.

• In a scenario with a wallet provider the qualification of the user as data controller is strongly arguable. 
On the one hand, because depending on the purposes of the data processing, the household exemption 
applies (i.e., accessing social networks might be considered covered by this exemption). On the other 
hand, due to the nature of the data subject rights. 
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Summary & Recommendations

• Identity management and wallets are an important 
infrastructure
– Essential for trust in European digitalisation
– Potentially a showcase how to do things

• Go for it but be aware of
– The need to gains and preserve user trust
– Technological challenges
– Conflicting requirements

• Involve all communities, especially independent 
experts and civil society 

• Have the decisions done with utmost transparency 
and by the most eligible entities

• Reserve sufficient resources (e.g. time and money)
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